MEET YOUR LOCAL PROUD BOY: WILTON JORDAN
(864) 504-7314 - 121 CARROLL AVE ASHEVILLE, NC

KNOWN ALIAS – NAABUU

Description: traditionally unattractive — mid 20s — brown eyes — 5’5” — olive tone -curly top with shaved sides — dark hair

WHY WILTON JORDAN IS A THREAT TO YOUR COMMUNITY: Jordan is a current Proud Boy organizer and Anticom affiliate. The proud boys are a fratty boy group who pride themselves on getting in street brawls with left-wing protesters. They value “western chauvinism,” which has encouraged many fascists and racists to join the group. They are an anti feminist, racist, right wing reactionary organization. Jordan has invited dozens of other dirty diaper proud boys into our community and we will not stand for it!

Wilton claims to be anti fascist, anti racist, and LGBTQ friendly but his disgusting and problematic behavior proves otherwise! For this reason he and the proud boys are particularly dangerous!

Do not let this individual manipulate you or your loved ones!

Local hang out - South Slope

REPORT ANY ACTIVITY TO YOUR LOCAL ANTI RACIST ORGANIZATION

IT’S EVERYBODY’S JOB TO PROTECT THEIR COMMUNITY FROM HATE!

ASHEVILLEANTIRACISM@RISEUP.NET